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By all definitions of the word, John Bonewitz was truly

a master of his trade. His work spanned an entire era of gun

making in the United States from the American Revolution to

the War of 1812. He was there when the “Golden Age”1 of

rifle making started and he was there as the era began its

decline. Design, execution, excellence and consistency

were the basic principles of his success and long career. The

flintlock Pennsylvania rifles made by John Bonewitz provide

the viewer and the collector with a terrific example of early

American functional art. Functional—as a means of defense,

providing food for the table and enjoying a day of 

competition at the local beef shoots. An art form—by its

beautiful carving and engraving designs and unique combi-

nation of wood, iron and brass. A pleasure to behold as well

as to use.

Shortly after Joe Kindig Jr. published what he had 

gathered together on John Bonewitz in Thoughts on the

Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age, several Bonewitz descen-

dants started a genealogical review of the family on their

own. I doubt they even knew about Kindig’s work and I’m

certain Joe didn’t know about theirs. A few family members

shared in the general outline and other than a regional 

reference to John Bonewitz in 1977 by Earl Ibach in his book

The Hub of the Tulpehocken, the information has basically

sat unused at the Tulpehocken Historical Society since 1968.

The family genealogy provides an overview of the early

Bonewitz descendents and contains a brief account of each

member. The families’ supporting files and notes led to the

original documents used in preparing the initial segments of

this study. These interesting documents were found in the

Berks County Archives. Previously unknown documents

were found in both the Berks County and Schuylkill records

departments.

The family genealogy shows John Bonewitz served in

the York Co. militia during the summer of 1781.2 They

describe his duty but not the source of their information. It

took several days of research in the Pennsylvania archives to

find the original payroll muster and the names of the 

additional 91 members of the militia detail. The significance

of this will be obvious once the reader ventures through the

text of this study.

The family genealogy reveals John Bonewitz moved to

Pine Grove in 1809.3 When John Bonewitz disappeared from

the Heidelberg tax rolls in 1810, most early collectors and

historians thought he had found eternal rest. This was not

the case, as we will learn. Why he picked up and left

Womelsdorf and moved his entire family to Pine Grove is the

subject of several thoughts found well along in this study.

Bonewitz’s move was verified while reviewing the Pine

Grove Townships 1810 & 1811 tax records in preparation

for this article. Leonard Reedy, a gunsmith directly 

associated with Bonewitz, was also on the 1811 Pine Grove

tax list. A close look at the 1810 Pine Grove census on a

recent visit to the Pennsylvania Archives shows Bonewitz

and Reedy as neighbors.4 Definite fuel for future thought!!! 

Luck and timing have always played an important

role in research. It certainly is true throughout this entire

study. No more so, however, then when one of the most

important and last documents uncovered surfaced during

an interview with a Bonewitz descendant at the Pine

Grove Historical Society. He had a photocopy of the first

page of an article published by a member of the Schuylkill

County Historical Society in 1910. The title, Account of

Sales at the Public Vendue of John Bonawitz’s, Pinegrove

Twp., Oct., 1828.5 Since I had discovered the estate 

inventory of John Bonewitz the previous year in the

Schuylkill County Archives, this 1828 summary of the

estate sale had special meaning. The rest of the 1910 
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article was found in the Schuylkill County Historical

Society Library. The estate inventory is a great read all by

itself, add the estate sale information and a unique view of

Bonewitz’s life is complete.

The family name is most often spelled Bonawitz or

Bonewitz, however, no less than nine different variations

were encountered during this study. Boneywits was the

most unusual, but when trying to understand the phonetic

interpretations of the times it is understandable. The 

families’ religious background is Protestant and it is believed

the original members of the family arrived in America from

an area near Dresden, Germany in the 1750 time frame. The

small town of Bonnewitz has existed there since 1378

according to the family genealogy.6

JOHANNES BONEWITZ  1758–9/22/1828 

CITIZEN & SOLDIER

John Bonewitz’s tombstone would have us believe he

was born in 1754. However, a Berks County Orphans Court

document (Exhibit A) signed by his mother in 1765, seeking

guardians for her children, describe his age as “7 or there

abouts”.7 Easy math gets us back to 1758. This is the date the

family genealogy also uses, probably using the same 1765

document as support. Left alone the 1754/1758 mystery

would still be a puzzle. Making the 1758 date a little easier to

accept, however, was a search through the 1800 census. It

lists one free white male in the Bonewitz household age

26–44 and none over the age of 45.8 A 1754 birth date would

have John Bonewitz age 46 in 1800; a 1758 birth date would

have him at 42—1758 prevails!!

Johann Bonewitz was the third child born to

Johannes Adam and Juliana Bonnawitz. John George, his

older brother, was born in 1752. John George was a

farmer, a weaver and a laborer according to the family

genealogy. John George died in 1793. An older sister,

Catharine, was born in 1756 and a younger brother, Jacob,

was born in 1761, the same year in which Johannes Adam,

the father died.9 It was very common for the German fam-

ily to use John, Johannes or Johann as a preface to a male

child’s given name. This was a respectful tribute to the

many saints named John in the Lutheran religion. Our sub-

jects given name was simply John and written the three

different ways on the documents available. In keeping

with the tradition and to avoid everyone in the family

responding to the name John, Johann Adam was known as

Adam and John George as George.

The exact birth place of John Bonewitz is not known.

He was about two years old when his father, purchased 386

acres and 88 perches from Conrad Weiser.10 The 1760 

indenture and record of the purchase describes the land and

its location near present day Robesonia, a small community

several miles east of Womelsdorf. A 1758 Heidelberg tax11 list

shows Adam Bonnawitz living in the area so it is safe to

assume John was born in the vicinity.

Womelsdorf, known in 1758 as Middletown,12

and Robesonia were close to the western frontier of an 

expanding Pennsylvania. There were only a handful of set-

tlers west of the area near the Susquehanna River and even

fewer to the north beyond the Blue Mountain range. The

main trail providing access to Middletown from the east

started in Philadelphia and ran west through Pottstown,

Reading and Robesonia. From Womelsdorf [Middletown] the

path extended west to Fort Harris [Harrisburg] and north to

Fort Henry. The Indian trail leading north from the region,

through Fort Henry, extended all the way to Fort Augusta,

today’s Sunbury.13 Early Pennsylvania history is full of grizzly

stories of Indian depredations and attacks on the white set-

tlers less than half a days travel from the area. The most 

Exhibit A. Berks County Orphan’s Court Document



serious attacks occurred during the French and Indian war

and the last of any consequence in 1759.14

Middletown and Robesonia were a part of Heidelberg

Township which was a part of northwestern Berks County.

The most famous resident of the area in the 1750s was

Conrad Weiser. His efforts, both as an Indian agent and

leader of men, contributed greatly to the safety and 

development of the township where John Bonewitz grew

up. A great deal has been written about Conrad Weiser and

it is suggested students explore more knowledge regarding

this important man.

John Bonewitz was only 3 years old when his father

passed away. Adam Bonnawitz’s will15 written May 2,

1761, several weeks before he died, is a classic example

of the times. Originally written in German, it has been

translated into English. He allows for the settlement of his

debts and provides for the needs of his wife and children.

His estate consists mainly of livestock, farm tools,

household items, a gun, two cartridge boxes & powder

horn,16 and the 386 acres of land he had purchased from

Conrad Weiser in January the year before. Three hundred

and eighty-six acres was a sizable spread in 1761 and

Adam intended for it to remain in control of his children.

He wrote in his will:

“Thirdly—Of my place situate here in Heidelberg

whereon I now live it is my Will that my wife with the chil-

dren live and remain, and to maintain herself and the children

on the place till my eldest Son arrive at the full age of eigh-

teen years, then my eldest Son Johann George shall enter

upon the place and manage the same till my youngest child is

of age then the place shall be appraised by discreet & indif-

ferent persons, and according to the appraisment the

youngest son shall have and shall pay to each of the other chil-

dren their shares; but if the youngest son will not have it,

afterwards one of the other children may have the place as

the youngest child might have held it.”17

Literally translated, George would inherit the “place” in

1770 and manage it until 1779. In 1779 Jacob would have

the option to take it over if he wanted to. John and Catharine

were included in the plan but not specifically as owners or

managers, their shares coming due whenever or however

Jacob decided. It is unclear what happened in 1779 but

George is still listed on the Township tax roles for the year.18

We do know, however, in 1783 George, John and their sister

Catharine deeded 186 acres and 88 perches to their brother

Jacob.19 It is assumed the remaining 200 acres were sold

sometime before or after 1783 and the proceeds divided

equally between George, John, and Catharine.

It is interesting to note that not all land sales or 

business transactions were recorded in the early days.

Contracts or indentures (as they were called) were written,

but whether or not a copy found its way to the county court

house was another matter. Many simply remained in the

hands of the parties involved and have been lost over time.

Others were filed, misplaced or destroyed in fires or floods.

Prior to 1783, we have little reference to John

Bonewitz other than his mother’s 1765 guardianship 

petition to the Berks County Orphans Court resulting in

the Court appointing Fredrick Weiser and John George

Lauck his guardians;20 a 1780 Berks County, Heidelberg

Township, tax record listing him as a Single Freeman;21 and

his 1781 Revolutionary War record found in the

Pennsylvania Archives. A search through the records of Mr.

Weiser and Mr. Lauck could very well provide useful 

information on John Bonewitz’s development and interest

in the gunsmith trade.

We do not know where Bonewitz was or what he was

doing at the beginning of the American struggle for 

independence. Many state documents show gunsmiths at

the start of the war were involved in appraising,

purchasing or confiscating local weapons for use by the

Committee of Safety22.. During the early years of the war

gunsmiths were required to manufacture muskets and 

bayonets for the Continental Army and local militia units.23

At age 18 he could have easily been involved in these 

activities. We do find him, listed as a “single freeman” in

the 1780 Heidelberg Township tax records (which includes

Womelsdorf) and then in the summer of 1781 in York, Pa.

as a member of the local county militia.

Bonewitz, now 23, may have traveled to York to visit

with old friends or he could have been looking for work.

Bonewitz served withYork County gunsmiths Conrad

Welshantz (Welshans), Ignatius Lightner (Leitner), Jacob

Leder (Ledder, Leather, etc.), and several members from

other York County gunsmith families (Long and Heckert) in

“a detachment of York County Militia guarding prisoners of

war from York Town (York, Pa.) to Reading, in Berks

County; commanded by Col. Henry Miller, from June 12th

to the 20th, both inclusive”24 (Exhibit B). This is the only

Revolutionary War record we have for him which supports

the theory he may have been working as a gunsmith and

exempt from military service until this time. It is 

interesting that he knew these three York County 

gunsmiths, two who were most likely his contemporaries

and the third older. How long he stayed in York is 

uncertain. His presence at the division of his father’s estate

places him back near Womelsdorf in 1783.

We know Bonewitz was back in Womelsdorf as a 

gunsmith and consistent tax payer in Heidelberg Township

from 1784 until 1809. In May of 1786 he purchased lot 42,

present day 145 West High Street, from Christian and

Veronica Heckenthorn.25 The Stouch Tavern, established in
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1785 and still operating today, was directly across the street

from lot 42 and a regular stop for the stagecoach operating

between Harrisburg and Reading.26 His rifle-making 

production in Womelsdorf spanned the course of 25 years

and was without a doubt his most active time frame. In

1809, John Bonewitz moved his family and presumably his

business 15 miles northwest of Womelsdorf to Pine Grove, a

small community bordering the Swatara Creek in present day

Schuylkill County.

While living in Womelsdorf John Bonewitz was busy

raising a family as well as building rifles. Records of Christ

Lutheran Church of Tulpehocken indicate John Bonewitz

married Katharine Laubinger on April 19, 1789. Katharine

was the daughter of George and Dorothea Laubinger. At the

time of their marriage John was 31 and Katharine was 25.

John and Katharine had five children:27

Benjamin Born 1791 Married Sarah Weiser

John Jr. Born 1794 Married Magdalina Haust

Margaret Born 1797 Married Daniel Angst

Mary Born 1800 Married Peter Keiser

George Born 1805 Married Mary Koons.

Benjamin and John Jr. served in the War of 1812

during the threat to Baltimore by the British from Sept. 2,

1814 through March 5, 1815. Benjamin was a Lieutenant

in the 2nd Regt.–1st Brigade Penna. Militia commanded

by Capt. Peter Snyder28 and John Jr. was a private in the

1st Regt.-1st Brigade commanded by Capt. John Elder.29

Both units contained men from Schuylkill Co. but were

formed and mustered out of York a distance of 60 to 65

miles from Pine Grove. For a long time several references

listed John Sr. as having served with his sons during this

1814 campaign. All records from the War of 1812 

referring to John Bonawitz are to Junior who was 20 in

1814. John Sr. was 56 at the time and most likely exempt

from service. Leonard Reedy and Henry Eckler also

served during this exact same period (Eckler was a 

private with Benjamin in the 2nd Regt.–1st Brigade).30 It

is very probable Benjamin, John Jr., Henry Eckler and

Leonard Reedy, along with a number of their Pine Grove

neighbors, marched to York in 1814, enlisted in the army

together, and answered their countries’ call to arms.

When John Bonewitz moved his family and gunsmith

business “over the Blue Mountains” to Pine Grove in 1809 he

left behind a well-established farming community and a good

deal of competition to the west in Lebanon and to the east in

the Borough of Reading. Pine Grove, on the other hand, was

a growth area with the resulting opportunities. The 

enormous stands of pine and hemlock in the mountains 

surrounding Pine Grove had fueled a thriving lumber 

industry since the 1790s that was still going strong in 1810.31

Anthracite (hard coal) was just starting to be mined in 

significant quantities and its use was gaining acceptance,32

albeit slowly. Early accounts of the Swatara Creek, which

runs through Pine Grove, describe it as an excellent source

for the power needed to drive the newest water driven 

technology being introduced in the country. Drop hammer

forges, mills and tanneries required this powerful resource

to operate this new technology efficiently and several were

established in Pine Grove in the 1810–1811 time frame.33 Of

course, John Bonewitz could have retired and moved to Pine

Grove seeking the easy life of a gentleman farmer. This is not

likely, however, when you consider Leonard Reedy was

there as well and the remnants of an active career were 

evident in Bonewitz’s estate inventory. At 51 years of age he

may have slowed down a little but my guess is this move was

economically driven and well thought out.

According to the Schuylkill County Historical Society

article published in 1910 regarding the estate sale of John

Bonewitz “he settled a short distance north of Pinegrove, on

the farm now owned by Mr. John C. Hikes.”34 Mrs.

Kreichbaum, a local historian who lives nearby, told me this

property had a large barn, a log house and blacksmith shop

situated close to the north road out of town. The house and

barn were on the west side of the road and the blacksmith

shop on the east side a short distance away. The Swatara

Creek ran in a southerly direction 100 yards or so behind the

shop. The barn and blacksmith shop are gone now but Mrs.

Kreichbaum pointed out the original location. The house is

still there, however, and today is the location of the Pine

Grove Historical Society. The house sits nicely on a small rise

and at one time must have had a wonderful view of the
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Swatara Creek. Presently the view is blocked by Route 125,

trees, heavy undergrowth, and an abandoned car repair

garage where the blacksmith shop once was.

When the Pine Grove Historical Society first moved

into the house they undertook a major restoration of the

structure. Mr. Kenneth Lehman, President of the Society,

explained it was during this project that one of the original

outside log walls was exposed and someone in the group

recognized the logs on the first course were a different wood

than those on the second level. (Oak was used on the first

level and pine on the second.) An architectural restoration

expert and an associate were consulted and the Historical

Society learned the house was originally built around 1780

using an English floor plan. Sometime between 1800 and

1820 a second story was added and the home’s configuration

was changed to a layout popular among the German 

community.35 Bonewitz moved to Pine Grove in 1809.

Everything seems to fit for a good discussion in favor of

this parcel of land and buildings being John Bonewitz’s Pine

Grove homestead, gunshop and the location of the estate

sale held October 29 & 30, 1828.

John Bonewitz died on September 22, 1828. He is

buried in an old cemetery directly across the street from St.

Peter’s Lutheran Church on the main road into Pine Grove

from the south. His stone is weathered but at high noon

when the shadows are right it is distinctly legible. I had

trouble finding it in the morning light and I completely

missed it on my first visit during a major downpour. Go at

noon, however, follow a short distance in from the south

edge of the grounds and about a third of the way back you

will find his grave. His wife’s grave can be found in the far

left corner near the back. Her stone is weathered as well but

in the right light leaves no doubt—Catharina, wife of

Johannes Bonawitz, died 16 March 1843, aged 79y 6m.

St. Peters Lutheran Church played a major role in the

development of the Pine Grove community36 and from 1810

John Bonewitz must have contributed  for at one time he

was a Deacon and at another an Elder of the church.37 If a

man held these positions in the church he was usually 

well- respected and a leader in the community.

John Bonewitz died intestate (without a will). On

September 29, Samuel Hain and Abraham Kieffer (Kieser)

appraised the inventory of his estate.38 One week later, on

Oct. 6, sons Benjamin and John Jr. signed an oath (Exhibit

C) agreeing to “truly comply with the provisions of the Act

Entitled an Act relating to Collateral Inheritance passed

the 6th day of April AD 1826.”39 On October 25, a little

over a month after John’s passing, Catharina signed a 

statement (Exhibit D) in which she declares “I have

released and hereby release all my right and title to the

administration of the said estate”.40 

The estate inventory prepared by Samuel Hain and

Abraham Kieffer is most interesting. (Exhibit E). The family

genealogy states “he had a collection of books”. This 

information in no way prepared me for what I found in the

Archives section of the Schuylkill County Court House. Most

estate inventories of the time would list books and pamphlets

in lots: i.e, lot of books–$.50, lot of books & lot of pam-

phlets–$1.25, or 2 books–$.50. In John Bonewitz’s case over

20 books were listed individually with their titles. Example:

Geographical Lexicon-$3.00

Life of Napoleon-$1.00

Letters on Helvetia-$0.75

German Atlas-$0.75

History of Rome 3 vol.-$1.50

History of England in French-$0.50
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Life of Fredk. king of Prufsia 5 vol.-$2.50

Carpenters Astronomy-$1.00

Christian on the Sabbath-$2.00

German Psalms 6 books-$2.00.

These ten books and another group just like them are

the first items on the inventory followed by Gunsmith tools

valued at $50.00, two double gun tiggers (triggers) at $2.00

and one new gun lock at $1.00. Gunstocks and Planks are

listed for $3.00, four pair Spectacles @ $0.50, four sheets of

sandpaper @ $0.06 1⁄4 and an item no respectable gunsmith

should be without—1 Cork Screw-$0.25. The list is three

pages long and includes numerous household and personal

items as well as livestock and farm tools. The total value of

the items listed came to $772.48 3⁄4.41 It is extremely difficult

to compare 1828 dollars to the value of money today. When

you look at the number and type of items listed, you get the

feeling the Bonewitz family lacked for very little and 

certainly would be considered today as solid members of the

community.

The sale of John Bonewitz’s personal property,

published in the 1910 Schuylkill County Historical Society

pamphlet, was held October 29 & 30, 1828. (Exhibit F) It

had the typical rules of the day:

“the highest bidder shall be the purchaser. Each sale

not over a dollar shall be paid in cash; all else sold above this

sum shall have credit until the next 31st of December [60

days]. However, the purchaser must give a note with suffi-

cient security, and this condition must be observed without

respect to person. Each bidder shall be bound to his bid, and

the damage resulting from a second sale shall fall back on

him.”

Benj. Bonawitz, John Bonewitz,

Administrators.42

The sale moved 161 lots the first day and 121 the

second. Members of the Bonawitz family bought nearly

half of the items sold, primarily farming tools, a number

of the books, household furniture, kitchen utensils and

related sundry items. Henry Eckler bought a spinning

wheel, 3 gun stocks, 2 buckets, a vise, shears to cut iron,

Exhibit E. Estate Inventory



1 lot iron, 1 bullet extractor, 2 tin plates, old iron, 1 draw

knife, 1 double trigger, two pommice stones, 1 piece

steel, 1 kettle with lime and 1 glass bottle. A fellow

named John Brown bought ten gun stocks, a saw and

lamp, 1 ramrod bar and the other double trigger. Two 

pistols and an old shotgun appear on the list. The pistols

brought $0.12 1⁄2 and $0.08 and the shotgun $1.08. Daniel

Angst bought a gun barrel and cow bell (1 lot) for $0.13

and several of the books and various tools. John Buechler

paid $0.21 for an old gun barrel and $0.30 for a 

kugelbohrer (bullet extractor). The gun lock valued in the

inventory at $1.00 sold over estimate for $1.38.

The most expensive lot sold was no. 98, a wagon sold

to Benjamin Bonewitz for $38.50. The second highest item

was a blacksmith’s outfit sold for $32.00. A foal sold for

$30.50 and a ladies saddle brought $11.62 1⁄2 . A cow brought

$13.00 and a windmill and several beds sold for $10.00 each.

The book Geographical Lexicon raised $6.50 and the 5 vols.

of Frederick the Great sold for $3.62 1⁄2.43 A person can spend

hours reviewing information like this. If you are so inclined

copies are included, with this study.

JOHN BONEWITZ

GUNSMITH

We have learned much of what we know about the

18th-century apprentice system from the early works of

Henry Kauffman, Joe Kindig Jr., and Capt. John Dillin. Like

today, very little was cast in stone but the basic workings of

the system followed many of the traditions brought to the

new world from Europe. Generally, a young man would

enter a trade at 12 to14 years of age and depending on the

degree of difficulty his apprenticeship would last from 4 to 8

years. The silversmith and gunsmith trades were considered

among the most difficult in Europe and it can be assumed

the same held true in America.44

John Bonewitz was born in 1758. If we follow 

conventional wisdom, we can guess he entered his 

apprenticeship somewhere near 1770–1772. If he spent 6 or

7 years as an apprentice, he was ready to work on his own

or as a journeyman around 1776–1779 (18–21 years 

respectively), which would put him either at the beginning

or in the middle of the American Revolution. Since his 

military service was limited to 9 days in the York County

militia in 1781, we can legitimately speculate most of his

time during the war was spent making and repairing 

muskets and rifles for use by the Continental Army and local

Militia. Where and if he performed this required service is a

pure guess. Although the war years most likely limited his

early production, he conceivably could have made rifles as

an apprentice or journeyman before the war reached full

pace, during the Revolution and on a full-time basis after

Cornwallis’s surrender at Yorktown, October 19, 1781.

Whether he made rifles before or during the American

Revolution is, again, a guess. Supporting the argument, are 4

early rifles, one signed, that could have come from this 

period. The signed example is number 78 in Kindig’s

Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age.45 It is the

earliest signed Bonewitz (IB) known to this author.

There are over 30 rifles in collections across the 

country identified as the work of John Bonewitz. A good

number have the initials I B along with a rampant lion

(Exhibit G) stamped near the breech on the oblique barrel

flat opposite the lock. One is signed John Bonewitz in script

with the patch box engraved Wommelsdorf Town.46 There

are another 5 or 6 rifles that could have been made by

Bonewitz as they exhibit the signature characteristics he

established early and consistently used throughout his career.

A signature characteristic is a basic pattern, hardware mold,

engraving style or carving style that allows immediate 
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recognition of a gunsmiths work or, at the least, heads the

viewer in the right direction. The characteristics may not be

unique to the gunsmith but when used in combination help

identify his work. This study results from the hands-on exam-

ination of 20 Bonewitz rifles and the close-up photo study of

another five. In addition, six rifles in the “could be” category

have been handled and examined as well. I am certain time

will produce more examples as the interest in John Bonewitz

becomes more widespread.
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The signature characteristics John Bonewitz used 

consistently on the rifles examined include the following:

Metal Work

• A specific wedding band molding found at the end

of the butt plate extension. Even though the curve

in the butt plate profile change through the years

this molding remained constant. (Exhibit H)

• A full hinge across the patch box. (Exhibit I)

Although not uncommon, the gunsmiths in the two

closest schools, Lebanon and Reading, generally

used a partial hinge.

• Two rivets used to secure the patch box release stud

to the underside of the cover combined with the

cover release button located in the middle of the

butt plate. (Exhibit J)

• The use of 3 raised platforms, in the design of 1⁄2

octagon, molded in the trigger guard. (Exhibit K)

• This same 1⁄2 octagon molding used on the rear ram-

rod pipe extension. (Exhibit L)

• A flat ledge and raised molding at the forward lock

bolt on the beveled side plate. (Exhibit M)

Carving Style

• Beautiful carving forward of the patch box finial

that kept the same basic theme through out with

the addition of a v shaped gouge added early on.

(Exhibit N)

• An interesting scallop design carved under the

cheek rest. This design varied in number from five

to ten scallops and some are not as deep as others

but the theme is always the same. (Exhibit O)

• A well-executed and consistent raised carving

design forward of the cheek rest. (Exhibit P)

• Raised carving behind the cheek rest unique to John

Bonewitz. The basic design is consistent and makes

up 85% of the pattern. Each rifle has minor 

additions and changes that make each carving

unique but identifiable as Bonewitz. (Exhibit Q)

• The sweeping feather or leaf carving found at the

barrel tang and rear ram rod pipe (Exhibit R) is the

signature design found most often, however, there

are at least 6 early rifles with a design at the rear

pipe more like that found on early Reading rifles

and the tang of an early Wm. Antes rifle.

• Early rifles have a one or two line address from the

toe of the butt to the trigger guard. These lines

evolved into a distinct molded edge on later rifles.

(Exhibit S)

Patch Box Design

• Devil humiliated by Mary, Mad Rooster or Bird

Creature. (Exhibit T) The first description of this

design is by far the most interesting and the subject

of an ancient old world legend. This design is found

on most of Bonewitz’s earliest rifles.

• Sophia47 or Snowman (Exhibit U)—once again, the

first description is the best. This is the pattern most

often used by John Bonewitz during his lengthy

career.

• Flame or Emerging Flower (Exhibit V)—this design

is most often associated with Leonard Reedy,

however, Bonewitz used it on 4 of the 25 rifles

examined. We will never know who came up with

the idea but Reedy, Bonewitz and Fichthorn Jr. all

used this pattern.

During the period Bonewitz was developing his

style, variations of his butt plate extension molding were

in use in Lancaster, York, and Reading, although none are

Exhibit F. Account of Sales (Continued)

Exhibit G. Barrel Stamping
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Exhibits H–M. Bonewitz Metal Work
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exactly the same. The four raised 1⁄2 oct. platforms found

on the trigger guard [3] and rear ram rod pipe [1] have

been seen on a Lancaster and York rifle but neither 

example appears to pre-date Bonewitz. The side plate

design in use in Reading is a close variation of the one

used by Bonewitz throughout his career. The full patch

box hinge used by Bonewitz was commonly found in both

Lancaster and York but not in Reading and Lebanon, the

two gunsmithing schools closest to Womelsdorf.

Bonewitz’ use of the patch box cover release button 

centered on the butt plate may have come from rifles he

saw by J. P. Beck or may have been an old concept from

the wooden patch box cover. The two-rivet catch release

may be his own innovation although one rifle attributed

to the Welshans family using this reinforced design does

exist. This rifle, however, does not appear to pre-date

Bonewitz’ earliest use of this technique. The two patch

Exhibits N–S. Bonewitz Carving Style
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designs most commonly associated with Bonewitz are

either his originals or those of his unknown master.

Bonewitz’s raised carving behind the cheek rest seems

to favor the early Christian Springs and Lancaster makers,

and with the exception of the Reading and Wm. Antes style

carving found at the rear ram pipe on his earliest rifles, all

else appears to be his original well executed designs.

Keep in mind Bonewitz established the majority of his

signature characteristics early in his career. With so many

similarities to each of the schools that existed in his 

developmental years (1770–1779), you start to wonder how

all this came about. There is no shortage of speculative

answers but the three strongest possibilities generally agreed

on by knowledgeable collectors and students are as follows:

• The master gunsmith who taught John Bonewitz the

trade was a highly skilled craftsman from the old

world who had a direct influence on many 

gunsmiths in the area.

• John Bonewitz traveled from school to school as an

apprentice or journeyman working for several 

different masters, taking the best of what he learned

to develop his own style.

• The gunshop in which John Bonewitz apprenticed

and/or worked as a journeyman had a lively business

of repair and refurbishing of other gunsmiths’ work.

This could have occurred during the early years of

the Revolution when all types of weapons were 

prepared for use against the British.

This last scenario explains a lot. As a journeyman or

apprentice working under the restrictions and edicts set

forth by the Committee of Safety, Bonewitz would have 

witnessed many different styles, patterns and examples of

the early makers work—even more if he actually worked in

each school as suggested in the second example. If he took

the best of what he saw, it would lead to the type of rifle he

produced: a little Christian Springs, a little Lancaster, a little

York, a little Reading, and a lot of original Bonewitz.

Regardless of where John Bonewitz learned his skills,

he learned them well. Many consider Bonewitz among the

best and his work fits nicely in the category of Pennsylvania

rifles Joe Kindig III calls “quite possibly our only native

American art form.”48

When used together the Bonewitz signature 

characteristics are rather limited to him and those to whom

he taught the trade, namely Leonard Reedy and Andrew

Fichthorn Jr. A strong argument can be made that John

Bonewitz developed a distinct school of gunsmithing in

Womelsdorf and someday his work and that of his 

apprentices may be recognized as such.
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in the Pennsylvania State Archives and the Pennsylvania

Museum in Harrisburg. A map entitled Philadelphia, Printed

by James Nevil, 1770 is a good example. Earl Ibach 

published a book on the region in 1977 called The Hub of

the Tulpehocken. It contains a good deal of information on

the development of Womelsdorf and the Tulpehocken
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brothers John and George, and his sister Catharine. The 

original document was examined after the microfilm proved

difficult to read.

20. John Bonewitz folder. Original Document.

21. Berks County Tax Records, 1780, Heidelberg

Township. Microfilm roll 520. Pennsylvania State Archives,

Harrisburg, Pa.

22. John Bivens Jr. in his book Longrifles of North

Carolina published by George Shumway in 1968 provides a
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locals on page. 15. The entire chapter on Committee of

Safety Gunsmiths is a great source of understanding.
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resolution exist. Journals of the Continental Congress

1774–1789 edited by Worthington C. Ford, 1904–1909,
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Lancaster Historical Society has a similar document dated

Nov. 13, 1775 pertaining to Lancaster County and specific

county gunsmiths. John Bivens Jr. found North Carolina’s

order dated Nov. 28, 1775 in The Colonia Records of North

Carolina, Vol. 10, p. 338.

24. Pennsylvania State Archives, Series VI, Vol. II, p.

628, transcribed from the original. Microfilm of the original

on roll with numerous miscellaneous.entries. The original is

available by special request only.

25. The Tulpehocken Historical Society has a set of

deeds for lot 42 in Womelsdorf. These deeds record the 

ownership of lot 42 from 1739 until 1988. A remarkable 

history of one piece of land!

26. The Stouch Tavern was the second public house of

note in the pre-revolutionary settlement of Womelsdorf, and

the original structure may have been built during the 1730s.

Conrad Stouch purchased the property from Jacob Seltzer in

1785. The tavern served as the hub for the Stouch–Calder

Stagecoach lines for nearly a century.

27. Book of Bonawitz and Bonewitz, p. 13.

28. Pennsylvania State Archives—Series VI, Vol. VIII, p.

1022.

29. Ibid, p. 873.
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31. History of Pine Grove, Judge George B. Haas, First

printing 1935, Chapter IV and other chapters related to the
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32. Ibid.

33. Ibid.

34. This article in the 1910 Schuylkill County Historical

Society publication is a comparision to the value of John

Bonewitz’s estate in 1828 to that of Henry Boyer who died

71 years earlier in 1757. The article is signed D.G.L. The

identity of D.G.L. is unknown.

35. This survey conducted by Ross, Keyser and

Moraux in 1999 is kept in the Pine Grove Historical Society

files and is available for public review.

36. History of Pine Grove, Haas, Chapter XXVIII. The
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however, the conclusion is somewhat vague. This 
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Joe Kindig Jr., 1960, George N. Hyatt Publisher, Wilmington
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